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Youth Engagement
Proposal 1 - Infrastructure project

- Collaborate with foreign Internet service providers
- Building Internet backbone

→ Improve Internet service in the Philippines
Proposal 2 - Fundraising Program

Nepal - Kathmandu
$650 million
Progress: 47%
Information sharing

Proposal 3 - Disaster Information Platform

- Sharing Information (situation, supplies & aids, funding)
- More instant & comprehensive information from the general public
Proposal 4 - Cyberbullying Supporting Centre

- Sharing victim’s stories
- Provide mutual support / solutions
- Educational materials
Effective use of Internet

- **Proposal 5 - NGO of English Education**
- Addressing the inequality of accessing information arising from the lack of English education
- Improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the use of Internet
Proposal 6 - Reward scheme

- Mobile device addiction (低頭族 Phubber)
- Reduction in the usage → tokens (e.g. Mcdonald's / 7-11)
- Reaching certain goals → sponsors donate money to rural areas for infrastructure of internet access
Intuition

**Format**
Conference/Convention

**How**
- Conference (free admission)
- Invite interested speakers, participants & sponsors
- Various topics on Internet & Technology

**Target group**
Filipino youth aged 15 – 25, internet users.

**Aim**
Raise the digital literacy, awareness and responsibility
Bottom-up!

TWYGIF

1. Glocalization
2. Grow from Root
Suggested activity

Training Camp

Lecture

Study Group

Workshop